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The Essentials (die Grundlagen)

● Sprechstunde: nur in OS
– Mittwoch, 13:00 to 16:00 in 22/120

● Kontaktdaten:
– lemieux@uni-muenster.de
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Vorlesungsübersicht

● Syllabus, readings, lecture notes, additional 
material can be found on the class website.
– http://class.mblemieux.com

● It is password protected so you need:
– Benutzername = 

– Passwort = 
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Übersicht

● See class website.
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Buchvorschlag

Juristische Technik und
Methodik des Common
Law

Talking Law Dictionary
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Klausur (Exam)

● etwa 50 Fragen
– true/false, multiple choice, short answer

● 2 Stunden
– bilinguales Wörterbuch erlaubt, sonst keine Bücher 

bzw. Unterlagen !!!!!

● Klausurvorbereitung
– an der Vorlesung teilnehmen

– Vor- und Nachbearbeiten



  

Types of Legal SystemsTypes of Legal Systems

● Civil Law – main source of law is statutes
● Common Law – main source of law are statutes 

and case law. Also equity.
● Religious Law – main source of law is religious 

in text.
● Customary Law – main source of law is 

established pattern of behavior.
● Hybrid – some mixture of the aforementioned 

systems.



  

Legal Systems of the WorldLegal Systems of the World



  

What is Common Law?What is Common Law?

● Anglo-American Legal System
● Judge Made Law
● Process or Approach to Legal Analysis



  

Introduction to Common LawIntroduction to Common Law

Classifying the Law
&

Sources of Law



  

Classifying the LawClassifying the Law

● Substantive v. Procedural/Adjective – to be 
discussed

● Common Law v. Statutory Law
● Broad Subjects

➢ Domestic v. International
➢ Public v. Private
➢ Criminal v. Civil

● Specific Subjects
➢ Contract Law, Constitutional Law, etc.



  

Substantive v. ProceduralSubstantive v. Procedural

● Procedural law – the procedure by which rights 
are enforced and wrongs are redressed.
➢ a.k.a. Adjective Law (UK)

● Substantive law – core law which determines 
rights and obligations
➢ “The function of substantive law is to define, create 

or confer substantive legal rights or legal status or 
to impose and define the nature and extent of legal 
duties....”



The Rule of Law (U.S.)The Rule of Law (U.S.)

● Some have characterized U.S. conceptions of 
rule of law as being formalistic where as the 
German conception is more substantive.

 See “The U.S. Constitutional Conception of the Rule of 
Law and the Rechtsstaatsprinzip of the Grundgesetz” by 
Gerald L. Neuman.

➢ Formalistic – centered on process
➢ Substantive – centered on tangible rights 



Examples of Rule of Law Examples of Rule of Law 
Concepts in the U.S.Concepts in the U.S.

● Due Process
● Separation of Powers
● Judicial Independence

➢ fair and impartial decision making

● Openness and Transparency
● Predictability
● Protection of Certain Basic Rights

➢ e.g. - Right to Counsel



  

Sources of Law in the U.S.Sources of Law in the U.S.

● Constitutional (federal, state)
➢ the federal government and each state have a 

written constitution.

● Legislature (federal, state, local)
➢ the federal government and each state of a 

legislature that create statutory law.

● Courts – common law and equity (federal, 
state)



Federal vs. State LawFederal vs. State Law

● State and Federal Law (including case law) are 
to separate and distinct sources of law.
➢ Where there is overlap, the moving party must 

select the forum (court) in which to commence the 
proceedings.

 we will discuss basic forum selection rules at a later date.

● The systems that make and enforce these laws 
are also separate and distinct.
➢ generally referred to as federalism.



  

Sources of Law in EnglandSources of Law in England

Courts: Common Law and Equity

Parliament – statutory law, 
constitutional law

EU Law & Council of Europe



Primary Sources of LawPrimary Sources of Law

● Statutory law refers to:
➢ Written or codified law 
➢ the “law on the books” made (enacted) by a 

government body or agency having the power to 
make laws (or regulations).

● Case law refers to: 
➢ Judicial precedent, historically built on legal 

reasoning AND past interpretations of statutory 
laws, that serve as a guide to decision making.



Types of Law: CriminalTypes of Law: Criminal

● Criminal law: 
➢ The branch of modern law that concerns itself with 

offenses committed against society, its members, 
their property, and the social order.

● Penal code:
➢ The written, organized, and compiled form of the 

criminal laws of a jurisdiction.
➢ REMEMBER – In U.S. state v. federal, separate & 

distinct.
➢ The part of the law that defines crimes and 

specifies punishments = substantive criminal law.



Civil LawCivil Law

● Civil law: 
➢ Law that governs relationships between parties.
➢ Contains rules for contractual and social 

obligations.

● Tort refers to:
➢ A wrongful act, damage, or injury not involving a 

breach of contract.  Also, a private or civil wrong or 
injury.



Administrative LawAdministrative Law

● Administrative law: 
➢ The body of rules & regulations (terms used 

interchangeably) that government agencies have 
been empowered to make by legislatures to control 
the activities of industry, business, and individuals.

● These include:

➢ • Tax laws • Vehicle registration laws 

• Health codes • Building codes

• Environmental restrictions • Immigration



Case LawCase Law

● Precedent:
➢ A prior case with similar issues of law and fact.
➢ Not unique to the common law.

● Stare decisis:
➢ The legal principle that requires courts in 

subsequent cases with similar issues of law and 
fact be bound by their own earlier decisions 
(horizontal) and by those of higher courts having 
jurisdiction over them (vertical).



  

The Relationship Between The Relationship Between 
Statutes and Case LawStatutes and Case Law



  

The Relationship Between The Relationship Between 
Statutes and Case LawStatutes and Case Law



  

The Relationship Between The Relationship Between 
Statutes and Case LawStatutes and Case Law



  

OverviewOverview

● Traditionally courts were the primary source of 
law.

● As time passed Parliament passed more laws 
covering areas previously dominated by case 
law.

● Today common law and statutory law work side 
by side, often complimenting one another.



  

Our FocusOur Focus



  

What is . . . ? What is . . . ? 

● the “British Isles”
● Great Britain
● The United Kingdom
● England



  

““British Isles”British Isles”



  

Great BritainGreat Britain



  

United KingdomUnited Kingdom

● Officially: the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland (since 1922)



  

EnglandEngland

● For legal purposes, 
England and Wales are 
one.

● Scotland and Northern 
Ireland have their own 
independent judicial 
systems, and as such 
are not technically 
considered part of the 
“English” legal system.



  

United Kingdom: Legally SpeakingUnited Kingdom: Legally Speaking

● The Parliament of the United Kingdom can 
make laws for ALL of the U.K.

● But . . . 
➢ both Scotland and Northern Ireland have their own 

court systems
➢ since the late 1990s, both Scotland and Northern 

Ireland have their own parliaments which are 
empowered to make law in SOME areas

➢ laws made by the U.K. parliament only apply to 
England and Wales unless otherwise stated!



  

To ReviewTo Review

● The UK is a political unit that includes England, 
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
➢ It has a Parliament that MAY pass law impacted all 

or some of these units.
➢ HOWEVER, there are three legal systems in this 

political unit:
 England/Wales
 Northern Ireland
 Scotland

➢ each of which have various sources of law.



  

The United StatesThe United States
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Government in the U.S. and U.K.

● In the U.S.
– Separation of Powers

– Checks and Balances

– Judicial Review

● In the U.K.
– what is the difference 

between U.K. and 
England?

– Parliamentary 
Sovereignty

– Separation of Powers?
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